Send us tips on the worst intersections

9/8/05

A reader recently e-mailed us a photo of a crowded intersection. She titled her submission "Got Traffic?"

The South Coast certainly does, and not just on the congested Highway 101. Poor planning -- coupled with a lack of adequate funding for mass transit -- means surface streets are becoming more packed than ever.

Help us create a South Coast Traffic Hall of Shame. Send us your photos, or send your list of the worst intersections or roads to avoid and at what times. Or you can call 564-5215 and leave a voice-mail message.

Please limit your written submissions to 500 words. Writers can e-mail us at voices@newspress.com, fax to 966-6258 or mail photos and commentaries to P.O. Box 1359, Santa Barbara 93102. Include your address and phone number for verification purposes.
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Traffic tie-ups on Highway 101, left, are a common occurrence, and with cars backed up even now on local surface streets, plans for more development make further gridlock inevitable.